WALKING SAFARI – ICE AGE

We offer interactive, curriculum-linked guided walks with one of our experienced Rangers, designed to enhance and consolidate students’ learning. Join us on a journey through our Ice Age exhibit!

EYFS, KS1 AND KS2

Step back in time in the UK’s largest Ice Age exhibit and walk amongst the magnificent creatures that roamed the Earth millions of years ago. Our Ranger will take your explorers on a prehistoric journey through a rumbling volcano and an atmospheric ice cave to see how animals were adapted to survive in these extreme conditions. Watch out for cave bears!

KS3, KS4 AND FE

The dinosaurs had just become extinct and the Earth became overrun with forests, grass and plant life. This gave way to some of the earliest herbivores, including the biggest land mammal to have ever walked the Earth – the paraceratherium! Learn about evolution and draw comparisons between these prehistoric creatures and animals alive today as your knowledgable Ranger takes you back in time!

If you would like to book a Walking Safari of Ice Age, please call 01299 404888 or email education@wmsp.co.uk